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ABSTRACT
Poster. We highlight the latest developments in the Argos
project. First, we describe our approach to automatic work-
flow composition. Second, we discuss the validation of the
freight estimation workflow. Third, we discuss some exten-
sions of the model to residential land value analysis.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Online In-
formation Services—Web-based services; H.2.5 [Information
Systems]: Database Management—Heterogeneous Databases

Keywords
Web Service Composition, Information Integration, Work-
flow, Transportation, Real Estate.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Argos project was funded under the Digital Gov-

ernment (DG) research program. The DG program seeks
to focus computer science research on government prob-
lems. In this case, the government problem is transporta-
tion planning for goods movement. Adequate models for
metropolitan freight transportation planning are not yet de-
veloped. In this research we explore the potential of web
services workflows for developing intra-metropolitan freight
flow models that are easily updated and based on widely
available data sources. Figure 1(a) shows our abstract work-
flow for the Los Angeles metropolitan region.

Research under this grant seeks to make significant con-
tributions in computer science and transportation planning,
while developing a computational tool that may be adopted
in practice. We highlight this year’s accomplishments in
both computer science and transportation planning.

2. WORKFLOW COMPOSITION
We have developed a general approach to construct data

processing workflows, where the data sources and data pro-
cessing operations are represented as web services. These
services consume and produce relational tables, thus are
able to represent general computations. We describe the in-
put/output signature of each service as relational formulas
in an expressive logic (PowerLoom) using terms from an on-
tology of the application domain. These logical descriptions
allow for a precise understanding of the data and enable the
Argos planner to automatically construct a computational
workflow in response to a user data request. Figure 1(b)

shows the structure of the automatically-generated work-
flow, which is comprised of 54 services (17 sources and 37
data processing services).
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Figure 1: Estimating Commodity Flows in the Los
Angeles Metropolitan region (LACMSA)

The Argos planner not only selects the relevant sources
and services, but can also automatically insert adaptor ser-
vices to connect the input and output of existing services.
We developed a set of domain-independent adaptor services
that correspond to relational algebra operations (selection,
projection, join and union), as well as some domain-dependent
ones, such as product classification conversions. For exam-
ple, assume that service S1 requires as input employment
data according to the NAICS industry classification, but
the only available source S2 for employment data is classi-
fied by SIC codes. However, the system knows of a source
S3 that contains a conversion table from SIC to NAICS in-
dustry codes. Then, the system will automatically insert a
conversion service S4 that adapts the data produced by S2
to the data required by S1. Figure 2 illustrates the insertion
of an adaptor service.

A more detailed description of the techniques for auto-
matic workflow generation appears as a research paper in
this conference [1].
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Figure 2: Adaptor Service: Product Conversion

3. MODEL VALIDATION
Our major accomplishment was to use the Argos auto-

mated workflow to generate inputs to our intra-metropolitan
freight flow model. We applied the model using 2001 data
and compared our estimated network traffic volumes to ac-
tual screenline counts. Results were good; simple correlation
of estimated and actual counts across 18 screenlines is 0.80.
A detailed description of the sources and ideas behind the es-
timation of freight flows for metropolitan highway networks
using secondary data sources appears in [2].

Figure 3 shows the calculated truck traffic volumes in a
portion of the Los Angeles highway network. We demon-
strated our model to the modeling team at Southern Cali-
fornia Association of Governments.

Figure 3: Estimated Truck Volume in the Los An-
geles Highway Network

4. MODEL EXTENSIONS
A second activity in transportation planning was an anal-

ysis of the relationship between residential land values and
economic accessibility. Development of the computational
workflow generated various measures of economic activity
that could be used to develop measures of industry sector
accessibility. Urban economic theory posits relationships be-
tween land values and accessibility. We developed eight mea-
sures of ”industry sector accessibility,” and two measures of
”freight accessibility.”

Using multi-level modeling we were able to test hypothe-
ses on the relationship between residential housing prices
and access to various economic activity sectors. We find
that most of the variation of residential land values in the
greater Los Angeles area is accounted for by distance to the

Table 1: Impact of Accessibility Measures on Resi-
dential Prices
Level 1
Intercept –
Lot size +
Dwelling unit size +
Distance to coast –
Level 2
Job factor 1 resource/extraction/manufacturing n/s
Job factor 2 machinery/heavy manufacturing –
Job factor 3 retail/services/entertainment +
Job factor 4 petroleum/mineral extraction –
Job factor 5 broadcasting +
Job factor 6 construction +
Job factor 7 utilities +
Job factor 8 prof services/education/transportation –
Freight factor 1 resource extraction/manufacturing –
Freight factor 2 electronics/equipment +

coast, a proxy for amenities in terms of weather, air qual-
ity and access to coastal recreation opportunities. Acces-
sibility impacts are significant and differ by sector. Heavy
manufacturing and resource extraction have a negative ef-
fect on housing price, while retail services, finance, health
care and entertainment have a positive effect. Results are
summarized in Table 1. We conclude that simple measures
of job accessibility are inadequate for explaining house price
effects.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the Argos project
is that is has demonstrated that collaboration between com-
puter science and social science can lead to significant con-
tributions in both fields, while also contributing to the state
of practice in the domain field.
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